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Abstract U, U* free stream velocity;U/b_,
nondimensionalflight speed

Transonic aeroelastic stability and x, x6 nondimensionaldistances
• response analyses are performed for the MBB A-3 from elastic axis to airfoilmass

supercritlcalairfoil. Three degrees of freedom center and hinge line to aileron
are considered: plunge, pitch, and aileron mass center,respectively
pitch. The objective of this study is to gain {X}, {Z} displacementand state vectors,
insight into the control of airfoil stability respectively
and response in transonic flow. Stability _ airfoil pitching d.o.f.,positive
analyses are performed using a Pad_ aeroelastic leadingedge up
model based on the use of the LTRAN2-NLR tran- B aileron pitching d.o.f.,positive
sonic small-disturbance finite-difference trailingedge down

computer code. Response analyses are performed 6c controlsurface command
by coupling the structural equations of motion (6 control surface viscous
to the unsteady aerodynamic forces of LTRAN2- damping ratio
NLR. The focus of the present effort is on u m/_pbL, airfoil_ss ratio
transonictime-marchingtransient response solu- _ h/b, nondimensionalplunging
tions using modal identificationto determine d.o.f., positive downward from
stability. Frequencyand dampingof these modes elastic axis

are directly compared in the complex s-plane {s nondimensionalsensor
with Pad_ medel eigenvalues. Transonic stabil- plunging displacement,
ity and response characteristicsof 2-D airfoils positivedownward from sensor
are discussed and comparisonsare made. Appli- location
cation of the Pad_ aeroelastic medel and time- p free stream air density

marching analyses to flutter suppression using _B uncouplednatural
active controls is demonstrated. _h' _' frequenciesof plunging, pitching

about elastic axis, and aileron
pitching abut hinge axis,

Nomenclature respectively

ah nondimensionalelastic axis
location, positiveaft of Introduction
midchord

b airfoil semi-chord Aeroelastic time-response characteristics

cB nondimensionalaileronhinge of airfoils and wings in transonic flow have
line location recently attracted considerable research

I_] nondimensionaldamping matrix interest.1-6 In the time-response analysiscontrol distributionvector the structural equations of motion are coupled
h plunging d.o.f., positive to transonicaerodynamiccodes using a numerical

downward from elasticaxis integration procedure to calculate transient
KD, KV, KA displacement,velocity,and responses.

accelerationcontrol gains,
respectively Time-marching transient solutions of

[K] nondimensionalstiffnessmatrix plunging and pitching airfoils were analyzed by
m mass of the airfoilper unit span Edwards, et al.,/ using a complex exponential
M free streamMach nun_)er modal identification technique. Transonic
[M] nondimensionalmass matrix flutter boundaries versusMach number and angle
p nondimensionalsensor location, of attack were determined for the NACA 64A010

positive aft of midchord and MBB A-3 airfoils. A state-spaceaeroelastic
{p} aerodynamicload vector model employing Pad_ approximants for the

rQ, rB radii of gyration of . unsteady/airloads demonstrated the accuracy of
airfoil about elasticaxis and of the time-marching technique for the li_earized

. aileron about hinge axis, case. Subsequently,Bland and Edwards_ demon-
respectively strated that such locally linear proceduresmay

' s o+i_, Laplace transform variable be used with airloads derived from a transonic
t, • time; _t, nondimensionaltime small-disturbancecode.

Batina9 studied transonic aeroelastic
• stability and response behavior of two conven-

tional airfoils, NACA 64A006 and NACA 64A010,
and one supercriticalairfoil, MBB A-3. In the
presentstudy, further results are presented for
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the I_B A-3 airfoil. Three degrees of freedom tions of motion along with the unsteady
(d.o.f.) are considered: plunge, pitch, and aerodynamic forces of the transonic code
aileron pitch. Response analyses are performed LTRAN2-NLR. The equations of motion for a
by simultaneously integrating the structural typical airfoil section oscillating with three
equations of motion along with the unsteady d.o.f.'s can be written asV, _-L4
aerodynamic forces of transonic code LTRAN2-
NLR.10 A modal identification technique [M]{X} + [C]{Xl + [K]{X} = (p} + {GlBc (1)
similar to that of Bennett and Desmarais11 is
applied to the time-marchlng response curves to where {X} = [{ _ B]T is the displacement
identify the aeroelastic modes. Estimated vector containing plunge displacement{, pitch-
frequency and dampingof these nDdes are plotted ing rotation _, and aileron pitching rotation '
in a "root-locus" type format in the complex 3. The dot denotesdifferentiationwith respect
s-plane. Stabilityanalyses are performed using to nondimensionaltime _t.
a state-spaceaeroelasticmodel, termed the Pad_
model, formulatedusing Pad_ approximantsof the For closed-loop study, a simple, constant
unsteady aerodynamic forces. These forces are gain, feedback control law has been assumed of
described by an interpolating function the form
determined by a least squares curve-fit of

LTRAN2-NLR harmonic transonic aerodynamicdata. _c = KD_s + KV_s + KA_s (2)
The Pad_ model is written as a set of linear,

first-order, constant coefficient,differential where KD, KV, and KA are the displacement,
equations. These equations are solved in the velocity, and acceleration control gains,
Laplace domain yielding eigenvaluescompared in respectively; _s is the sensor measured plung-
the complex s-plane with time-marching modal ing motion. A single sensor was placed along
estimates. The objective of the stability the airfoilchord to obtain a measure of airfoil
analysis is to investigatethe applicability of plunge and pitch motions from
locally linear aeroelasticmodeling to airfoils
in transonic flow. Representative Pad_ model
stability results for the NACA 64A010 airfoil {s = LHj{X} (3)
Were reported in Ref. 12. (The Pad_ model may
alternatively be solved in the time domain with where tHj = L1 (P-ah) O| and p is the sensor
appropriate initial conditions yielding the location aft of midchord.
aeroelasticdisplacementtime-histories.13)

The control system consists of a single
Open-loop stability and response analyses sensor located near the control surface hinge

are performed to determine the behavior of the line at 70% chord (p = 0.4), the control law,
aeroelastic modes as a function of flight Eq. (2), and a trailing edge control surface of
speed. Time-marchlng response calculationsare 25% chord. With this system, control surface
performed at three different flight speeds to aerodynamic forces are utilized to alleviate
investigate subcritical, critical, and super- flutter instability. Details of the control
crltical flutter conditions. Frequency and systemand equationsmay be found in Ref. 12.
damping of the aeroelasticmodes identifiedfrom

these transient responsesare comparedwith Pad_ By expressing the control law Eq. (2} in
model results, terms of the airfoil motion, the aeroelastlc

equations of motion may be written in general
Closed-loopstability and response analyses form for time-integrationas

are performed to investigateapplicationof the
Pad_ aeroelastic model and time-marching [M*I{X}+ [C*]{X}+ [K*]{X}= {p} (4)
analyses to flutter suppression using active

controls. The control law is intentionally where [M*] = [M] - KA{G}LHj (5a)
simple for illustrative purposes. Aeroelastic

effects due to simple, constant gain, feedback [C*] = [C] - Kv[G}LHJ (5b)
control laws utilizing displacement, velocity,

or acceleration sensing are studied using a [K*] = [K] - KD{G]LH1 (5c)
varietyof control gains.

Details of the time-marchlng response solution
The objective of this study is to gain procedureswere given in Ref. 13.

insight into the control of airfoil stability

and response in transonic flow. The focus of A modal identificationtechnique is used to
the presenteffort is on time-marchingtransient determinethe damping, frequency,amplitude, and
response solutions with aeroelastic modal phase of the aeroelastic modes from the time-
identification. The calculationspresentedhere marching displacement response histories. A
reveal some interesting aeroelastic behavior method similar to that of Bennett and

discovered when augmenting the aeroelastic Desmarais11 was used to least-squares curve-
system with active controls. Transonic aero- fit the time responses by complex exponential
elastic stability and response characteristics functions in the form
of 2-D airfoils are discussed and comparisons
are made.

1_)_T
X(T) : a0 + Z e a J [aj cos (w--)j_T

Time-Marchin9 Response Analysis j=1 (6)

Response analyses are performed by + bj sin (_--)jT ]
simultaneously integratingthe structural equa-



The damping and frequency of the complex modes Table 1. Aeroelastlcparameter valuesfor
thus obtained stabilityand response analyses.

_ s

(_)j . i (_)j = (_)j (7) mh/_a : 0.3 xa = 0.2

are estimates of the aeroelasticeigenvaluesand _B/ma = 1.5 ra = 0.5
ma_vthen be directly compared in the complex
s-planewith those computed by the Pad_ model. _ = 50.0 xB = 0.008

As an example, Fig. I shows a typical ah = -0.2 rB = 0.06
response analysis of the MBB A-3 airfoil at
M = 0.765 and c_ = 0.58. The LTRAN2-NLRtime- cB = 0.5 CB = 0.0
•arching pitching response _ and the modal curve

fit using Eq. (6) are shown in the top part of Steady pressure solutions are required as
the figure. Only the data used for curve aerodynamicinitial conditionsfor unsteady cal-
fitting (144 points) is shown. In the lower culations. As an example, the MBB A-3 steady
part of the figure are the two component aero- pressure distributioncomputed using LTRAN2-NLR
elastic modes, identifiedfrom the modal fit. at M = 0.?65 and c_ = 0.58 is shown in Fig. 2

along with the airfoil contour. This steady
pressure data compares well with the experimen-

Pad_ Model StabilityAnalysis tal results of Bucciantini et al.16 There is

Stability analyses are performed using a a relatively weak shock wave on the airfoilupper surface near 55% to 60% chord. Steady
linear eigenvalue analysis of the Pad_ model, pressure distributions for all of the cases
This model was formulated by curve-fittingthe consideredindicate shock locationsin the range
unsteady aerodynamic^forcesby a Pad_ approxi- of 50% to 65% chord and shock strengthsthat are
mating function._,_L These approximating well within the range of applicability of
functions are then expressedas lineardifferen- transonic small-disturbancetheory.9
tial equations which, when coupledto the struc-
tural equations of motion, lead to the first-

order matrix equation Open-Loop

Open-loop stability and response analyses

{_} =_--s{Z} = [A]{Z}+ {B}Bc (8) are performed to determine the behavior of the
a aeroelasticmodes as a function of flight speed.

These calculations were first performed using
where {Z} is the state vector containing the Pad_ aeroelasticmodel with resultsplotted
displacement, velocity, and augmented states; in a flight speed root-locus format. As an
s/ms is the complex eigenvalue. By expressing example, open-loop root-loci as a function of
the control law Eq. (2) in terms of the state- flight speed are presented in Fig. 3 for the MBB
vector {Z}, Eq. (8) is easily solved using A-3 airfoil. With increasingflight speed, the
standard eigenvalue solution techniques, torsion branch moves to the left in the stable
Details of the Pad_ model formulationare given left-half of the complex s-plane. The aileron
in Ref. 12. branch is also stable throughout, moving up and

to the left as flight speed is increased. The
bending dominatedroot-locusbecomesthe flutter

Results and Discussion mode at a nondimensional flutter speed of
U_ = 2.3?0. In addition, the Pad_ model also

Transonic aeroelastic stability and predicts the divergence speed, where an aerody-
response analyses were reported in Ref. 9 for namic lag root moves onto the positive real
three airfoil configurations: NACA 64A006, NACA axis, as U_ = 3.320. This divergence pheno-
64A010, and MBB A-3. A11 three airfoils are menon is similar to that reported by
among those proposed by AGARD for aeroelastic Edwards,14 where static divergence of a
applications of transonic unsteady aerody- typical section in incompressibleflow occurred
namics.15 Aeroelastic behavior of the MBB A-3 due to the emergence of a real positive root
airfoil was studied at the design Mach number from the complex s-plane origin. In Ref. 14,
M = 0.765 and at (1) zero mean angle of attack this root appeared in addition to the original
a = 0°; and (2) the design steady lift coeffi- structural poles and was also predicted using a
cient c_ = 0.58. The mean angle of attack Pad_ model. Table 2 compares the flutter and
necessary to match c_ = 0.58 using LTRAN2-NLR divergence speeds with those computed using
is a = 0.86o. In this report, representative linear aerodynamictheory. Flutter speeds from
tlme-marching response histories and s-plane a p-k method flutter analysis are also tabulated
stability root-loci for the MBB A-3 airfoil at for further comparison. These p-k method
M = 0.765 and c_ = 0.58 are presented. Aero- calculations were performed to assess the
elastic parameter values selected are the same accuracy of the Pad_ model flutter solution.
as those used in Refs. 12 and 13 and are listed Pad_ model flutter speeds comparewell with the
in Table 1. p-k method values.



Table 2. Summary of open-loop flutterand and accelerationfeedback were further assessed
divergence speeds for the NBB A-3 using time-marching response analyses for
airfoilat M = 0.765. comparison with Pad_ results. Finally, an

example is presented i11ustrating the
effectiveness of velocity feedback upon flutter

AIRFOIL FLUTTER FLUTTER DIVERGENCEiUD suppressionat speeds above and below the open-
METHOD SPEED SPEED loop flutter speed.

MBB A-3 Pad_ 2.370 3.320 1.401 Effectsof Active Controlon FlutterMode.-

c_=0.58 Closed-loop analyses are first performed at the
p-k 2.403 flight speed equal to the open-loop flutter '

value, to determine the behavior of the aero-
LINEAR Pad_ 2.711 3.611 1.332 elastic modes as a function of control gain.

THEORY Effects of active control on the bending ,
p-k 2.729 dominated flutter mode are of primary interest.

Control gain root-loci computed using the Pad_
model for displacement,velocity, and accelera-

Time-marchingtransient responseswere then tion control laws are shown in the left, center,
obtained at three different flight speeds to and right of Fig. 6, respectively. Correspond-
investigate subcritical, critical, and super- ing root-loci computed using linear subsonic
critical flutter conditions. These calculations theory are given in Fig. 7. In each case there
were performed independentof the Pade approxi- are three open-loop aeroelasticroots or "poles"
mation, primarily for verification purposes, correspondingto the three structural d.o.f.'s.
Transient responsehistories are shown in Fig. 4 The two poles in the stable left-half of the
for three values of flight speed near the complex s-plane correspond to the torsion and
flutter speed. A one-percentseml-chordplunge aileron modes; the pole that lies on the
displacement was used as initial condition, imaginaryaxis is the bending dominated flutter
Time-responses for U/UF = 1.0 in Fig. 4 are mode. These aeroelastic roots move toward
nearly neutrally stable corresponding to the "zeros"of the aeroelastictransfer function as
flutter condition. The flutter speed used for the control gains KD, KV, or KA are
time-marching analyses was the p-k method monotonically increased or decreased. Solid-
value. Aeroelastic transients for line root-loci indicate the sign of the control
U/UF = 0.844 and U/UF = 1.156 in Fig. 4 show gain that stabilizes the flutter mode whereas
converging (subcritical)and diverging (super- the dashed-line loci indicate the opposite
critical) oscillatorybehavior, respectively, effect. Comparison of LTRAN2-NLR results of

Fig. 6 with the linear theory results of Fig. 7
Damping and frequency estimates of the indicates that frequency and damping values are

aeroelasticmodes were determinedfrom the time- significantly different for transonic and
response histories Of Fig. 4. These estimates subsonic cases, although the overall root-locus
are compared with Pad_ model eigenvaluesfor the trends are similar. This lack of agreement
bending and torsion modes in Fig. 5. In between linear theory results and LTRAN2-NLR
general, the Pad_ resultscompare well with the root-loci i11ustrates the importance of
time-marching modal frequency and damping including transonic effects in aeroelastic
values. Agreement for the lower frequency bend- stability calculations.
ing mode is, in general, better than that for
the higher frequency torsion mode. Frequency Displacementfeedbackwith negative control
and damping estimates for the aileron mode are gains easily stabilized the flutter mode as
much less accurate than those for bending and shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Negative displacement
torsion. The above discrepanciesare attributed feedback, however, results in static divergence
to: (1) the Pad_ model is less accurate at the of the same nature found in the open-loop cases.
higher damping ratios involved; (2) the For the MBB A-3 airfoil at M = 0.765 and
structural integration is performed with fewer ca = 0.58, this occurs for KD < -0.5.
time-steps per cycle of the higher frequency Divergence root locations are shown in--Figs.6
modes; and (3) since the aileron mode has much and 7 for KD = -1.0. Also, positive
more damping in comparison with bending and displacement feedback destabilized the flutter
torsion, its contributionto the responses dies mode.
out quickly leaving very little informationfor
modal curve-fitting. Velocity feedback with positive control

gains stabilized the bending dominated flutter
pole and increased the damping of the torsion

Closed-Loop mode. The transonic results of Fig. 6 indicate
that there is more damping in bending and

The Pad_ aeroelastic model was used to aileron modes, and much less in torsion than
study the effects of active feedback control on predicted by linear subsonic theory in Fig. 7.
the aeroelasticmodes at the flight speed equal Also, negative velocity feedback destabilized
to the open-loop flutter value. These calcula- the flutter mode.
tions were performed priz_rily to determine the
range and sign of the control gains required to Accelerationfeedbackwith positive control
stabilizethe flutter mode. Pad_ stabilitycal- gains stabilized the flutter pole and decreased q
culations were also performed at the same Mach damping and frequency of the torsion mode.
numbers using linear subsonic aerodynamictheory Also, negative acceleration feedback destabil-
for comparison with transonic Pad_ model ized the fluttermode.
results. Effects due to displacement,velocity,



Effects Due to Displacement Feedback. - increased with little effect upon the torsion
Aeroelastic effects due to displacement feed- mode frequency. Comparison of Pad_ eigenvalues
back, {s, were further studied by obtaining with time-marchingmodal estimates shows general
time-marching transient responses for agreement. Discrepancies between the two sets

f_or= -1.0 and detailed Pad_ stability results of resultsare attributedto the same reasons asthe range of displacement gains in the open-loop case. Also, the torsion mode
-1.0 < KD _ 0.0. These calculations were for KV = 6.0 and 9.0 could not be identified
perfor'_edprlmarily to investigate the diver- from the time-marchingtransientsbecause of the
gence phenomenon predicted by a positive real large increase in damping.

: aerodynamic lag root in the Pad_ model. The
, three d.o.f, time-histories computed using Velocity feedback with positive control

LTRAN2-NLR at U/UF = 1.0 and KD = -1.0 are gains suppressedflutterfor the range of flight
given in Fig. 8. These responses show that speeds investigated. Some sensitivity with
flutter has been suppressed and that the aero- respect to mean angle of attack has been

' elastic displacements are indeed divergent, observed though in calculations using velocity
Comparisons of time-marching frequency and feedback.12 For the MBB A-3 airfoil at
damping estimates with Pad_ eigenvalues are M = 0.765 and zero mean angle of attack, the
shown in Fig. 9. Good agreement is found in flutter speed was increased by only 11% for the
predicting this aeroelastic divergence. In gain KV = 9.0. Additional calculations also
addition, negative displacement feedback showed that velocity feedback does not affect
increased the damping in bending and decreased the divergence speed. Therefore for the
the torsionmode frequency. The lower frequency c_ = 0.58 case, the aeroelastic instability
bending mode damping and frequency values for becomes that of static divergence. Since the
KD = -1.0 compare well; results from the time- control law with velocity feedback was found to
marching modal fits for the higher frequency be generally the most effective in raising
torsion and aileron modes were not reliably flutter speeds,12 more detailed calculations
determined, were performed. These results are described in

a following section entitled "I11ustrative
Pad_ stability calculations were then Example."

performed for the range of gains
-1.0 < KD < 0.0 to reveal the effects of nega-
tive -displacement feedback on flutter and Effects Due to Acceleration Feedback.
divergence speeds. These more detailed results Aeroelastic effects due to acceleration feed-
are shown in Fig. 10 for the MBB A-3 airfoil, back, _s, were further investigatedby obtain-
Negative displacementfeedback slowly increases ing transient responses for successively
the flutter speed and first rapidly increases increasedaccelerationfeedback. These calcula-

the divergence speed. For gains KD between tions are performed at the flight speed
approximately -0.2 and -0.5, divergence is U* = Up. Values selected for the control
eliminated. In this region,the aerodynamiclag gains were KA = 6.0, 12.0, and 18.0, the same
root previously causing divergence no longer gains shown by the triangles in the right por-
crosses through the origin. For KD < -0.5, tion of Fig. 6. LTRAN2-NLRresponse results are
divergence reappears as the critical _ode of shown in Fig. 13. These response historiesshow
instability at speeds much lower than flutter, that as KA is increasedthe dominant motion is
The flutter speed is increasedapproximately14% consistentlymore damped and of lower frequency.
for KD : -0.5. Also, a higher frequency transient becomes more

visible in the _ and _ responsesfor the larger
values of KA. This is due to the decreased

Effects Due to Velocity Feedback. - damping of the torsion mode as shown in the
Aeroelastic effects due to velocity feedback, frequency and damping comparisons of Fig. 14.
_s, were further investigated by obtaining Positive accelerationfeedback increaseddamping
transient responses for successively increased in bending, decreased damping in torsion, and
velocity feedback. These calculationsare first loweredthe frequenciesof both modes. Compari-
performed at the flight speed U* = U_. Values son of Pad_ eigenvalueswith time-marchingmodal
selected for the control gains were Kv = 3.0, estimates shows general agreement. Results for
6.0, and 9.0, the same gains shown by the tri- the lower frequency bending mode are in better
angles in the center portion of Fig. 6. agreement than results for the higher frequency
LTRAN2-NLR response results are shown in Fig. torsion mode.
11. These response histories show that as Kv
is increasedthe dominant motion is consistently Accelerationfeedbackwith positive control
more damped and of higher frequency. Also, gains raised the flutterspeed approximately25%
positive velocity feedback significantly for the maximum gain studied, KA = 18.0.
increased the nonrationalpart14 of the plunge Additional calculationsshowedthat acceleration
displacementresponses. Here, the {-transients feedback does not affect the divergencespeed.
oscillate about an asymptotically decaying
rather than a zero mean value.

" Illustrative Example. - Additional aero-
Damping and frequency of the aeroelastic elastic analyses were performed at speeds above

modes determined from the LTRAN2-NLR displace- and below the open-loop flutter speed using the
ment transients are plotted in Fig. 12 along velocityfeedback control law since this control

' with Pad_ model results. The flutter mode law was found to be generally the most
damping and frequency are both successively effective.12 These results are presented to
increased for values of Kv = 3.0, 6.0, and further i11ustrate application of the Pad_
9.0. The torsion mode damping is significantly



and time-marching methods. Pad_ flight speed comparison with Pad_ model eigenvalues. Exten-
root-loci are shown in Fig. 15 for values of the sion of the time-marching transient response
velocity gain Kv = 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0. Posl- analysis to a three degree of freedom aero-
tlve velocity feedback significantly increased elastic system including active controls is
the damping of the torsion root-locus and demonstrated. Accurate frequency and damping
decreased the damping of the aileron mode. The estimates were obtained using a complex
bending root-locus for KV = 3.0 reflects an exponentialleast squarescurve-fit of the aero-
increase in flutter speed of approximately 29% elastic responses. Good agreement was found
(U_ = 3.050), while for KV = 6.0 and 9.0 between s-plane eigenvaluescalculatedusing the
flutter has been eliminated. Since velocity Pad_ aeroelastic model and time-marching modal
feedback does not affect the divergence speed, estimates. Therefore, locally llnear aero-
the aeroelastic instability becomes that of elastic modeling was found to be applicable to
static divergenceat the uncontrolleddivergence 2-D airfoils in small-disturbance transonic
speed U_ = 3.320. This divergence speed is flow, for cases that are within the range of
approximately 40% greater than the open-loop validity of the transonic codes. The importance
flutter speed as shown in Table 2. of including transonic effects in aeroelastic

stability calculationswas illustrated by the
Time marching response calculations were differences between root-loci calculated using

then performed for U/UF = 1.266 using LTRAN2- linear subsonictheory and LTRAN2-NLR. Although
NLR to complement and verify the Pad_ model the overall root-locus trends are similar,
results. These response histories shown in frequency and damping values are significantly
Fig. 16, correspond to the U* = 3.0 diamond- different for transonic and subsonic cases.
symbol eigensolutionsof Fig. 15. These aero-
elastic transients are bending dominated and Effects due to simple, constant gain,
converging for all three values of the control control laws utilizing displacement, velocity,
gain KV. As Kv is increased, the responses or accelerationsensingwere studied. Displace-
become more stable indicating a monotonic ment feedback with negative control gains
increase in bending mode damping, at approxi- suppressed flutter but caused airfoil responses
mately the same frequency. Again, positive to diverge. Comparisonof Pad_ eigenvalueswith
velocity feedback significantly increased the time-marching frequency and damping estimates
nonrational part of the plunge displacement showed good agreement in predicting this aero-
responses, elastic divergence. In addition, negative dis-

placement feedback increased the damping in
Effects of velocity feedback on bending and bending, and decreased the torsion mode

torsion modes at U/UF = 1.266 are shown in frequency. Detailed Pad_ stability calcula-
Fig. 17. Because of the large damping increase tlons revealed the effects of negativedisplace-
in torsion due to KV and the relatively high ment feedback on flutter and divergence speeds.
frequency of the aileron mode, only the bending Velocity feedback with positive control gains
mode was determinedfrom the aeroelastic tran- suppressed flutter. Pad_ stability results

sients of Fig. 16. Comparison of the two sets compared well with time-marching frequency and
of bending root-locus results in Fig. 17 shows damping values. In general, positive velocity
very good agreement. Positive velocity feedback feedback increased damping in both bending and
increased bending mode damping at approximately torsion modes, and significantlyincreased the
the same frequency, nonrational part of the plunge displacement

responses. Here, the plunge transients

Finally, open and closed-loopflight speed oscillated about an asymptotically decaying
root-loci are shown in Fig. 18 for both bending rather than a zero mean value. Acceleration
and torsion modes. The velocity feedback gain feedback with positive control gains also
used to generate the closed-loop results is increased flutter speeds. Again, Pad_ results
Kv = 9.0, the same value used in the right compared well with time-marching modal
portion of Fig. 15. PadO model and time- estimates. In general, positive acceleration
marching solutions for the bending mode compare feedback increaseddamping in bending, decreased
well. The control gain Kv = 9.0 increased the damping in torsion, and lowered the frequencies
torsion mode damping for the range of flight of both modes.
speeds 0.844 < U/UF < 1.266, such that the
results do not-permit--comparisonbetween Pad_
and time-marching solutions. Fig. 18 References
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